Release and Indemnification
The undersigned, has registered a horse (or horses) with the Florida State Fair Authority (“FSFA”) to
temporarily use a stall at the Bob Thomas Equestrian Center (“Stall”) at the Fairgrounds located at 4800
U. S. Highway 301 North, Tampa, Florida, 33610 (“Fairgrounds” or “Premises”) for use by a horse (or
horses) owned by me (collectively, “Horse”) and described in my registration with the FSFA. I recognize
that, in the event that the Fairgrounds is in the National Weather Service hurricane forecast cone
(“Weather Event”), inherent dangers will exist and that accidents of both an unanticipated and
unexpected nature may arise and can occur during such time. I acknowledge that the Bob Thomas
Equestrian Center, as well as the other buildings on the Fairgrounds, are not built to withstand winds of
hurricane force.
I expressly assume all risk of injury as a result of any and all injury to my person, Horse, and any property
that may be sustained during the Weather Event, in connection with or related to the Premises or any
structure located on the Fairgrounds and acknowledge and confirm that NO CAMPING IS ALLOWED during
the Weather Event.
In consideration for the permission granted to me to enter the Premises, and use the Stall for my Horse
during, before, and after the Weather Event, I hereby for myself, my heirs, beneficiaries, administrators
and assign, remise, release, acquit, satisfy and forever discharge the FSFA, its agents and employees, and
the operators and sponsors of the Premises, from activities of and from all manner and action and actions,
cause and causes of action, suits, debts, sums of money, claims and demands, whatsoever, in law or in
equity, for injury sustained to my person and/or property during my use of the Premises, my presence on
the Premises, and/or for any unauthorized activities.
In addition, as se In addition, as separate and distinct consideration for the permission granted, I hereby
indemnify, will defend and save the FSFA harmless from all claims, demands, causes of action and
damages which may occur as a result of the permission herein granted, to the fullest extent permitted by
law.
I represent and certify my true age my true age is eighteen (18) years or older, [or if the undersigned is
under the age of eighteen (18) years, the undersigned parent or guardian has executed this document
intending to be legally bound.
I HAVE READ AND UNDERSTAND THE FORGOING ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND RELEASE AND HAVE
EXECUTED IT OF MY OWN FREE WILL.
I VERIFY THAT I HAVE BEEN GIVEN A COPY OF THE FSF HURRICANE POLICY FOR THE EQUESTRIAN CENTER
AND THAT I HAVE READ SAID RULES AND AGREE TO ABIDE BY ALL RULES, REGULATIONS, AND POLICIES.
IN WITHNESS THEREOF, I have executed this acknowledgement and release and delivered same to the
Florida State Fair Authority on this ____ day of
, 2019.

_____________________________________
Owner/Print Name

